
4. It should also be known that Mr. Friedman is not and was never in any Halachically valid
"seruv". As set forth in Shulchan Aruch (1m ,,,, pll)f")), the jurisdiction of a bais din is limited
to its own locale, and it cannot compel a party located elsewhere to submit to its jurisdiction.
And, as added by Rama (ll I)YU 0~J): its summons in such cases would be invalid and would
not require any response at all. Accordingly, even had the parties not previously submitted
these matters to our Bais Din, and even had nunm been issued properly, Mr. Friedman had
no Halachic obligation to accept or to respond to the summons of an' out-of-state bais din,
Consequently, there is no basis at all to consider or to declare his not doing so as being :ntm
il"nil '!1 ?Y.

5. It is therefore clear that there is and was no valid Halachic 1SPil to publicly shame him,
demonstrate against him, or otherwise unduly pressure him to divorce her - absent a proper
resolution of their outstanding issues, either by mutual agreement or by the Psak of a duly
constituted Bais Din. And, for the record, even had he already been obligated by Bais Din to
divorce her, numerous actions that were taken against him far exceeded the nil" mpmn
(even if they would theoretically be applicable), let alone physical assault and attempted
abduction with intent to forcefully coerce divorce, 711n1. [See 'N )II~ ,'pn\J:l1 i1)1nN ,V'/'{ 11m who
illustrates so vividly how a misconception re Halachic propriety can spawn vast np1~mn and wrong-

doings, ostensibly omv ovJ, while actually being wrong at their core.]

6. Regretfully, we must conclude that much wrong has been done herein, in unjustified actions
taken against Mr. Friedman, in wrongful defamation, and in being O):1IJ ll':m m:m. To the
degree that we erred in our original opinion, and to the extent that this may have negatively
influenced others, we offer him our sincere public apology and beg R' Aharon for 117mn.

7. We would also recommend that earlier policies be reconsidered, and that R' Aharon
Friedman be reinstated in good standing within the Frum community. Independent of efforts
being made to rectify currents events relating to their marriage, this is a matter of its own
whose time has come to address and to rectify, in the spirit of Emes and Shalom.
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